
   

Component 1. Human Lifespan Development. 
Learning Aim B: Investigate how individuals deal with life events  

 
Assignment Title: Coping with Life  

 

Learning Aim B ‘Life Events’ Scaffold 

Criteria covered by this task: 

Criteria reference To achieve the criteria you must show that you are able to: 

  

  

B2.P4 Explain how two individuals adapted to a life event, using support. 

B2.P3 
Explain the impact of a life event on the development of two indi-
viduals. 

B.1M4 
Outline what support was given to two individuals experiencing a 
life event. 

B.1M3 
Outline the impact of a life event on the development of two indi-
viduals. 

B.1P4 
Identify sources of support that were available to two individuals 
experiencing a life event. 

B.1P3 
Identify relevant information about a life event experienced by two 
individuals. 
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B.1P3 Identify relevant information about a life event experienced by two individuals. 

B.1M3 Outline the impact of a life event on the development of two individuals. 

B2.P3 Explain the impact of a life event on the development of two individuals. 

 

For Level 2 Pass: learners must explain the impact that the same life event had on 
each individual. Impacts will be described in relation to PIES (although life events  
may not impact on all aspects of PIES). 

P3 Task Introduction 

Introduction 

Life events are… (use your notes) 

They can be expected and unexpected (give examples) 

In this report I am going to write about the impacts of a life event on the development of 
two different people, X and X 

The life event I am going to write about is… This is an expected/unexpected life event. 

LIFE EVENT can affect people by…(BRIEF EXPLANATION) 

Choose two case studies (SAME life event) that you want to write about for your assignment. 

P3 Task Part 1 

My first individual X was involved in… (GIVE DETAILS ABOUT THE LIFE EVENT USING 
THE CASE STUDY) 

My second individual X was involved in… (GIVE DETAILS ABOUT THE LIFE EVENT USING 
THE CASE STUDY) 

P3 Task Part 2 

You will now explain and compare the impacts the life event had on each individual. What 
happened to them and how did it make them feel? 

You may not find impacts for all of the PIES 

First Individual 

The physical impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The intellectual impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The emotional impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The social impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 
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P3 Task part 2 Continued 

In comparison... 

Second Individual 

The physical impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The intellectual impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The emotional impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

The social impacts on X after the LIFE EVENT were 

Overall the impacts of each life event effected each person the same/differently ...(GIVE 
DETAILS HERE) and meant that they had to make adaptations to their lives.  
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B.1P4  Identify sources  of support that were available to two individuals experiencing a life 
event.  

B.1M4  Outline what support was given to two individuals experiencing a life event.  

B.2P4  Explain how two individuals adapted to a life event, using support. 

B.2M2  Compare the ways that two individuals adapted to a life event and the role 
that support played. 

For Level 2 Pass: Learners must explain the ways in which each individual adapted to 
the life event and how they used support. Where there is little evidence  of support 
received, learners can speculate on what difference support might have made. 

For Level 2 Merit: learners must compare the impact that the same life event had on 
each individual, classifying impacts clearly in relation to PIES (although life events may 
not impact  on all aspects of PIES). They must compare the ways in which each indi-
vidual adapted to the life event, substantiating their judgement with evidence. As part 
of this, they will compare the role (for example benefits) of different support re-
ceived (i.e. noting similarities and differences). Where there is little evidence of sup-
port received, learners can speculate on what difference support might have made.  

P4 M2 Task  

You will explain how each individual adapted (changed their life) to the life event using sup-
port and how this made them feel. 

(First individual) adapted to the (LIFE EVENT) by... 

The support they had that helped them do this was… (.Give examples of the sources of sup-
port used by each individual, both formal and informal) 

In comparison... 

(Second individual) adapted to the (LIFE EVENT) by... 

The support they had that helped them do this was… (.Give examples of the sources of sup-
port used by each individual, both formal and informal) 

The benefits of the support to (First individual) were... 

In comparison (Second individual) found the benefits were... 

Were the benefits of the support the same for each person? (COMMENT ON THIS EX-
PLAINING YOUR IDEAS) 

Try and include PIES in this answer where you can eg X had to adapt to 
the accident physically by using  a wheelchair, he was supported formally by a 
physiotherapist who worked with him... 
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B.2D2  Assess how well two individuals adapted to a life event and the role and value of sup-
port in this.  

 

For Level 2 Distinction: learners must assess the impact that the same life event had 
on each individual, classifying impacts clearly in relation to PIES (although life events 
may not impact on  all aspects of PIES). They must comment on how well the two indi-
viduals adapted to the life event, with supporting evidence (the evidence may rely on 
the views of the individuals). As part of this, they will assess both the role and value 
of any support received (for example ‘How important was it?’). To assess the role/
value of support, learners may base this on the views of the individuals. Where there 
is little evidence of support, learners can speculate on what difference support might 
have made.  
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D2 Task  

Go back and look at your work on impacts and changes made (adaptations) What did 
you say? You are now going to explain who coped best and why. 

(First individual) coped well/not well with the life event (GIVE DETAILS of impacts and ad-
aptations) 

In comparison (Second individual) didn't cope as well/coped better because (GIVE DE-
TAILS of impacts and adaptations) 

(First individual) adapted well/not well due to the support they got. This helped them/didn’t 
help them because... 

In comparison (Second individual) adapted well/not well due to the support they got. This 
helped them/didn’t help them because... 

Overall I feel that the individual who coped with the life event best was X because… 
(EXPLAIN IN DETAIL) 

Try and include PIES in this answer where you can.  Eg X adapted well to 
the physical impacts because... 


